Introduction.
The systematic study of algebraic algebras has been initiated by N. Jacobson [óJOJt who applied to this class of rings his general structure theory [5] . Further results were obtained by I. Kaplansky [9;  10] with the help of topological methods. He also deals, more generally, with 7r-regular(2) rings. In the present paper additional information concerning the structure of algebraic algebras is derived, and the theory is extended to the wider class of I-rings, that is, rings with nonzero idempotents in every non-nil right ideal.
Our starting point is the observation that if a semi-simple /-ring contains a nilpotent element a of index m, then the ideal generated by a contains a system of m2 matrix units. One of the consequences is then the following result: If 5 is a semi-simple Ii-ring (i.e., an J-ring with bounded index), then 5 is weakly reducible, that is, every nonzero ideal contains an ideal which is isomorphic with a total matrix ring of finite degree over an /-ring that does not contain nonzero nilpotent elements. The degrees of these "matrix ideals" are bounded, and their maximum is equal to the maximum of the indices of the nilpotent elements of 5. By combining the theorem on matrix units with an argument due to Kaplansky (Lemma 3.2) that was used by him in his category theorems [10, Theorems 5.1 and 10.2] we show that also semi-simple I2-rings (that is, /-rings with bounded index modulo each primitive ideal) are weakly reducible. In particular,
for an h-ring (i.e., an /-ring with some polynomial identity modulo every primitive ideal) it follows that every nonzero ideal contains a matrix ideal satisfying a polynomial identity.
Further results are obtained for the so-called "faithful I-rings," that is, rings whose homomorphic images are /-rings. Generalizing a lemma due to Jacobson [6] concerning algebraic algebras, we show that any homomorphic image S' of a faithful /-ring 5 with bounded index has also bounded index that does not exceed theindex of S. For faithful semi-simple /i-, /2-, and /3-rings it is shown that there exists a finite or a transfinite ascending chain of ideals [A"] with homogeneous p-regular difference rings A"+i -A". Thus, as in the p-regular case that was considered by Kaplansky, a certain reduction is
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
(2) A ring 5 is ir-regular if for any aÇzS there is some ôÇE-S and some integer n (depending on a) such that a"b-a" = an (compare [14] ). effected to strongly regular rings(s). Incidentally, a strongly regular ring can be characterized as a faithful /-ring without nonzero nilpotent elements. We note also that for faithful /-rings any /i-ring is an /2-ring whose primitive images have a common upper bound for their indices.
Apart from the greater generality (4) which is achieved by dealing with faithful /-rings rather than with Tr-regular rings, we have here also the advantage that the structural theorems concerning the ascending chains mentioned above have their converses. Thus, e.g., any semi-simple ring possessing an ascending chain A" with homogeneous difference rings Aa+i-A" is a faithful /2-ring.
The last two sections are devoted to the problem of the local finiteness of algebraic algebras. It is shown that any algebra 5 possesses a maximal, locally finite ideal K(S), called the locally finite kernel of 5. This ideal contains also all one-sided locally finite ideals of S, and K[S -K(S)] = 0. This notion, which seems to be of independent interest, combined with some of the structural results of the previous sections, leads to simplified, purely algebraic proofs of Kaplansky's theorems concerning the local finiteness of algebraic algebras.
List of notations and abbreviations
/-ring = ring with nonzero idempotents in every non-nil right ideal. Plain ring = /-ring without nonzero nilpotent elements. Matrix ideal = ideal with unit, isomorphic with a total matrix ring of finite degree over a plain ring. Index of S = i(S) = maximum of the indices of the nilpotent elements in S.
/i-ring = /-ring with finite index. /2-ring =/-ring with finite index modulo every primitive ideal. /3-ring =/-ring with a polynomial identity modulo every primitive ideal.
WR-ring = weakly reducible ring (see Definition 3.1). E-ring = elementary ring (see Definition 4.1). PE-ring = pseudo elementary ring (see Definition 4.2). PE-chain = pseudo elementary chain (see Definition 4.3).
F/-ring = faithful /-ring (i.e., any homomorphic image is an /-ring). Strong PE-ring, strong PE-chain (see Definition 5.1).
FWR-ring = faithful weakly reducible ring (see Definition 5.2).
The locally finite kernel (see Definition 6.1). 2. Systems of matrix units. In the present section we consider a general /-ring, i.e., a ring with nonzero idempotents in every non-nil right ideal. An /-ring without nonzero nilpotent elements is called plain. The radical of (3) A ring is strongly regular if for any a there is some b so that a -a2b. (4) I am indebted to the referee for the remark that by a method similar to that used by I. Kaplansky in his paper on Regular Banach algebras (Ind. Math. Soc. vol. 22 (1948) pp. 57-62) it can be deduced that a Murray-von Neumann factor of type IL is a non-?r-regular /-ring.
[May any ring has no nonzero idempotents [5] ; hence the radical of an /-ring is a nil ideal, and any plain ring is semi-simple.
One finds that in an /-ring also every left ideal L contains a nonzero idempotent, i.e., the definition of an /-ring is symmetric.
Indeed, if aG/-, a non nilpotent, then the right ideal aS contains an idempotent e = ab ^0. The element e' = bea ^0 is then an idempotent in L. It follows further that any nonzero right or left ideal in a semisimple /-ring contains a nonzero idempotent.
One easily obtains:
Lemma 2.1. Let S be an I-ring and A either an ideal in S or a subring of the form eSe ¡where e is an idempotent. Then A is also an I-ring. If S is semt-simple, so is A. Lemma 2.2. Every idempotent of a plain ring lies in the center(6).
In the following we shall be concerned with systems of matrix units, i.e., systems of n2 elements e,* which are subject to the following relations: 0 if j*f, 6ik if j = f. Theorem 2.1. Let S be an I-ring and TV the radical of S. If a is a nilpotent element of index n {i.e., an = 0, an~1^0) and if a"~lÇ£N, then the ideal (a) generated by a contains a system of n2 matrix units.
Proof. By an-1£f_TV we have alsoaB_1.SÇETV, i.e., a"-1 5 contains an idempotent en = an~1bi¿¿0, bi = bien. As is readily seen, the n -1 elements ¿t(1) = an~ibiai~~1, i = 2, • ■ • , n, are also nonzero idempotents, and clearly d[l)en = 0, i = 2, ■ ■ • , n. Suppose that for n>k>i the element bk has been fixed such that en = an~1bk, bken = bk, and the k -1 idempotents eii = an~ibkai~1, i=\, • • • , k -1, are orthogonal. By putting d¡f =an~'bka'~1, j = k, • • ■ , n, we get e3Sett = 0, for s ?* / and s, t ¿ k -7 1, (it) (2) djj en = 0, for k ^ j ^ n and i ^ k -1, djj drr = 0, for r < j.
By the first of these relations we obtain (3) an-sbkan+3-'-1bka'-1 = 0 for s ^ / and s, t S k -1.
Multiplication of (3) by bka'~l on the left and by a"~'bk on the right yields bkan+»-t-lbk = 0, or (4) bicatyk = 0 for i 9^ n -1 and i S; n -k + 1.
Since eiid<8 = an-ibkai-1an-kbkak-1 = an-ibkan+i-k-lbkak-\ it follows by (4) that (5) This holds more generally for any ring without nonzero nilpotent elements (compare [4 ] ).
(1)
Weputekk = d^ -end{^ and bk+i = bk -ak-1bka"-kbk, then we have ¿>*+i = ô*+i«n and by (2), (4), and (5) it follows readily that eii = a"-ibk+iai-1, i= 1, • • • , k, and that these k nonzero idempotents are orthogonal. Consequently, together with the n -k idempotents dl¿+1) = an~ibk+iai~1, i -k-\-\, ■ ■ • , n, they are subject to relations (2) , where k is replaced by k + l. Thus we have shown by induction that there exists an element bn = b = ben such that in accordance with (2) and (4) we have e*3ett = 0 for s 9e t, wherein en = an~ibai~1, i = 1, • • • , n,
ba'b = 0 for i ^ 0 and i ¿¿ n -1.
With the aid of these relations one readily verifies that the w2 elements eut = an~ibak~1, i, k = l, ■ • • , n, constitute a system of matrix units lying in the ideal (a).
Remark.
Conversely, if an ideal contains the ra2 elements of a matrix system (1), then it also contains nilpotent elements of index n, e.g., the element a = Yl"-i ei ¿+i. Lemma 2.3 . // a semi-simple I-ring S contains a system of n2 matrix units eik, i, k=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, such that (a) either the ring en Sen is not plain, or (b) the ring enSeu is plain but the element e= ^?_i e», is not in the center, then there exists a system of (« + 1)2 matrix units dik, i, k = l, • ■ ■ , « + 1, such that ¿n Geii-Seii.
Proof, (a). In this case euSeu contains a nilpotent element of index t>\, and thus by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 there exists in euSeu a system of t2 matrix units/,*, i, k = \, ■ ■ ■ , t. Put m = nt, then the system of m2 elements á«_i)¡+j,(r_i),+i; = eii/Jí:eir; i, r = í, ■ ■ ■ , n; j, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , t, satisfies (1) , and the system dik, i, k = í, • • • , w+1, is the required one. (b). Consider the Peirce decomposition (7) S = eS © R = Se © L, eR = Le = 0.
By (7) we have Se = eSe®Re and eS = eSe@eL. Since Se^eS, either Re^O or e/^0. We may assume that Re^O, i.e.(6), ReSy¿0. Let e* denote a nonzero idempotent in ReS, and put/n+i n+\ = e* -e*e; then by e-e* = 0 and e*ReS 9^Q we have 2 fn+1 n+l = fn+1 n+l'< Biifn+1 n+1 = Jn+1 n+lA'i = 0, i = 1, ■ • ■ , n, and/n+i n+iS-eS j¿ 0.
For some j we have therefore fn+i n+iS-e,;-S^0, or 0C/n+i n+iSe,ieneijS (•) This is a consequence of semi-simplicity.
[May Qfn+i n+iSenS, i.e., /n+i B+i5-6n-5?i0, which also implies(5) that en ■Sfn+i "-t-iSen^O. Consequently there exists a pair of elements fi "+i and fn+i i such that /i b+iScii«5/"+i "+i, f"+iiGfn+in+iSeu and /i n+i/n+n^O. Since eiiSeii is a semi-simple /-ring, there exists a nonzero idempotent du, such that for a suitable onGenSen we have dn=fi n+ifn+i ion = ¿11/1 n+i/n+i t ffluin. Now put dx "+1 = ¿u/i "+i, dn+1 i=/"+i ifliián; then (8) dndi n+i = ¿1 n+ii dn+i idu -¿11, d\ n+id"+i 1 = in G enSen.
By Lemma 2.2 and (8) we also have dnendn = dn, or in = ineiie.-iin so that by setting iu = inei¿, i»i = eiiin for t= 1, • ■ • , n it follows in view of (8) that ii.iii = in, iniii = ¿i», dadn = i«, i = 1, ••■,« + 1.
If we finally put dik = dad\k, i, k = 1, • • • , w + 1, we obtain the required system of matrix units. Definition 2.
1. An ideal A of a ring 5 will be referred to as a matrix ideal of degree n if A has a unit and is isomorphic to a total matrix ring of degree n over a plain ring(7). Lemma 2.4. // an idea A of a ring S contains a matrix system eik, i, k = 1, ■ ■ • , n, such that the ring enSeu is plain and the idempotent e= Z"=i ea is in the center of S, then A contains a matrix ideal of S of degree n.
Proof. For any element /n = en-S-en put /= Zt-i enhieu; then the set of the t's constitutes a ring T such that T^enSen, i.e., T is plain. Clearly enct= ten, for /£ F and the ideal B generated by the en¡ which coincides with the set of all elements of the form ZenJik, iaG^, is then the required matrix ideal. Proof. Suppose that no matrix ideal lies in A. We begin the construction of the required infinite sequence by choosing an idempotent eiV^O in A. This is the first (one element) system of the sequence. Since by Lemma 2.4 either eft'Sen 1S n°t plain or eft' is not in the center, it follows by Lemma 2.3 that there exists a matrix system efk\ i, k = l, 2, such that eii'Geft'Seft'. Thus by induction we obtain the required sequence.
3. Weakly reducible rings. A ring S is said to be of finite index i(S) if the indices of the nilpotent elements of S are bounded and their maximum is equal to i(S). Otherwise i(S) = 00. For S = 0 we set i(0) =0. We shall refer to an /-ring of finite index as an /i-ring. An /-ring S such that for each primitive (') The following properties of a matrix ideal, common to all ideals with unit, will be often used in the sequel: I. If T is an ideal in a ring S, and A is an ideal with unit in T, then A is an ideal in S. II. Any matrix ideal is a direct summand. ideal P the index i(S -P) is finite (depending on P) will be referred to as an /2-ring. Finally, an /3-ring is an /-ring such that for each primitive ideal P the ring S -P satisfies some polynomial identity (depending on P). In this case it follows by a theorem due to Kaplansky [7] that S -P has a finite dimension n2 over its center, so that S -P is a total matrix ring of degree m^n over a division ring. Thus any /3-ring is an /2-ring. We also note (see [l] ) that under this assumption S -P satisfies the "standard identity" ¿2+Xi^^ ■ • ■ xt-2n = 0, where the sign is positive for even permutations of the sequence (1, 2, ■ • • , In) and negative for odd permutations of this sequence. Finally we quote that the same identity holds for all primitive rings S -P' which have dimension ^n2 over the respective center. The principal aim of the present section is to show that the three classes of /-rings which we have just mentioned are instances of the class of the so-called weakly reducible rings, which are defined as follows: Definition 3.1. Let N' denote the maximal nil-ideal of a ring 5. We say that 5 is weakly reducible (in short: 5 is a WR-ring) if each nonzero ideal A of S -N' contains a matrix ideal.
Any plain ring is evidently a semi-simple WR-ring. Also the following lemma is readily verified and its proof may be omitted. Lemma 3.1. Let T be a ring without nilpotent elements other than zero and denote by S=Tn the total matrix ring of degree n over T. Then S is a semi-simple I-ring if and only if T is plain. Moreover, if T is plain then S is a semi-simple WR-rág. If S is a primitive WR-ring, then T is a division ring.
The following theorem is almost an immediate consequence of the definition. Theorem 3.1. If S' is weakly reducible and N' is the maximal nil-ideal oj S', then the ring S = S' -N' has the following properties:
(a) S is a semi-simple I-ring (i.e., N' is the radical of S'). (b) 5 is a subdirect sum of matrix rings of finite degree over plain rings.
(c) 5 is primitive if and only if S is isomorphic with a total matrix ring of finite degree over a division ring.
Proof, (a) Each nonzero ideal A contains an idempotents0 (e.g., the unit of a matrix ideal which lies in A ), hence 5 is semi-simple.
If F is a nonzero right ideal in S, then SF?¿0(6) and contains a matrix ideal A/SO. It follows that FA/SO. Since M is a semi-simple /-ring (Lemma 3.1), the right ideal RM of M contains a nonzero idempotent, and this latter lies in R. We have to discuss now the problem which presents itself in connection with definitions 2.1 and 3.1 concerning the invariance of the degree of a matrix ideal. We need the following lemma: Lemma 3.2. Let T be a plain ring with unit e, and S the n by n matrix ring over T. Then any one-sided inverse tn S is two-sided^).
Proof. We have to show that if ab = e in S, then ba = e. We use induction with respect to n. Our theorem is valid for n = \. Indeed, suppose that ba?¿e, then a -ba29é0, whereas (a -ba2)2 = 0, which is impossible, since S( = T) is plain. Suppose now that n>\. H c€ET, cSO, and e' is a nonzero idempotent in cT, then e' = e'cc", c" GeTand (Lemma 2.
2) e'T is a direct summand of T. By the foregoing remark we must have also e' = c"e'c, i.e., e'c is regular in e'T. This shows that for some central nonzero idempotent e', all the elements of the matrices a' = e'a, b' = e'b, where a'b' = e', are either regular or zeros. To simplify notations write again a, b, e instead of a', b', e' and put \E F/ \H Kf where F and K are n -1 by n -1 matrices. We consider 3 cases:
Case I. £ = 0. Then by ab=e we have FK = I, where / is the n -1 by n -\ unity matrix with e along the diagonal. By induction FK = KF=I.
By FH = 0 we have then KFH = IH=H = 0. We have further xy = e, and hence (since T is plain) also yx = e. Since finally xG-\-DK = 0, it follows that y(xG+DK)F = GF+yD = 0, which shows that ba = e.
Case II. Xt^O. Since x is regular, we get by putting / e 0\ c = [ I and «i = ca, bi = 6c_1 \-Ex~1 1} the relation ai&i = e. We may assume (passage to a suitable direct summand!) that the elements of the matrices a\ and b\ are either zeros or regular, and since ai has the form treated in case I, we have a-¡>\ = e = b\a\ = ba=ab.
Case III. x = 0, £S0. Put _ -ç n (8) The author is indebted to the referee for the present form of this lemma and the following Theorem 3.2. Originally these results were proved under the restrictive assumption that either 5 or every primitive image of S is of finite index. In these cases Lemma 3.2 is an easy consequence of a result due to N. Jacobson [7] .
where M is chosen so that ME^O. By setting ai = ca and passing eventually to a suitable direct summand, we reduce this case to case II.
We have shown so far(9) that for a suitable central nonzero idempotent ei the elements ai = aeit b\ -be\ are subject to the relation aibi = b1a1 = 0, or (ab -ba)ei = 0. Consider the ideal A generated in S by ab -ba. Since S is a semi-simple WR-ring (Lemma 3.1) it follows that A contains a matrix ideal e2S, where e2 is a nonzero central idempotent of S. For the elements <z2 = ae2, bi = bei we have a2&2 = e2. Hence by above considerations there exists in the matrix ring e2S over e27~' a central nonzero idempotent e3 so that by putting a3 -ae3, b3 = be3 we get a3b3 = b3a3, or (ab -ba)e3 = 0. This implies that ^4e3 = 0, which is a contradiction, since e3£.4-Hence we must have A =0, or ab -ba = 0, q.e.d.
Suppose that a ring S with a unit element has two isomorphic representations as a total matrix ring over plain rings, with degrees n and m.
Then n = m.
Proof. Our assumption implies that we may write S= Zt.t-i eikT = ZXt-i dikU, where T and U are plain rings, whose elements commute with the matrix units eik and dik respectively.
We have to show that m=n.
By 0?*eiiSS = enSXXi duS it follows for some r that 0?^enSirrS = eiiSirli1iiirSÇIe11SiiiS, or enSinS^O. Similarly we get O^eiiSiiiSen. For some aiiGenSin we have then OCaiiiiiSeiiÇenreii. Since enTeu=T, the nonzero right ideal aninSen of en J'en contains a nonzero idempotent ei=anbn, where &n£inSen.
We put a-Zl-\ e¿ieidiiii¿, b= 2Z?-i i»i&n«ieii, and e = ab. Since ei is in the center of en Ten (Lemma 2.2), it follows that e is in the center of S, and thus the elements a, b, e satisfy with respect to the matrix ring eS over eT the conditions of Lemma 3.2. Hence we have ba = e. On the other hand, assuming that n<m it would follow by the definition of a and b that dn+i iba^O, while 5ai"+ii = 0, which is a contradiction, since e is in the center. This shows that we must have n^m. Similarly m^n, hence m=n, q.e.d. Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Combining this theorem with Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following:
Corollary.
An Ii-ring is primitive if and only if it is isomorphic with a total matrix ring of finite degree over a division ring.
The following lemma is extracted from an argument due to Kaplansky (see [10, Theorems 5.1 and 10.2]) and is reproduced here for the convenience of the reader. Since e»et+4 = eí+jA = e¿+*, it follows by multiplying (9) with e" that e" = 0, a contradiction. Hence eiQR, i.e., R(ZS. Any right ideal R' such that 5 Z)R'^>R evidently does not contain any of the e's. If R' is a maximal right ideal of this kind, then the quotient P = R':S (see [5, p. 310] ) is contained in R' and P is the required primitive ideal. Proof. Suppose that 5 is not a WR-ring and let A be a nonzero ideal that does not contain matrix ideals. By Theorem 2.2 we know that A contains an infinite sequence of matrix units systems e$, i,k = 1, • • • ,j;j=l,2,
• • ■ , such that eri^'Gen'Seaf.
By Lemma 3.3 there exists a primitive ideal P that does not contain any of the idempotents eu\ j = 1, 2, • • ■ , which in view of en] = e^e^e^ implies that e^G-P. h k=l, ■ • ■ , j; hence S -P contains nilpotent elements of index j. As this is valid for any j, it follows that the index of S -P is infinite, which is the required contradiction. Theorem 3.5. A semi-simple 1%-ring S is a WR-ring. Any nonzero ideal A in S contains matrix ideals that satisfy a polynomial identity.
Proof. Since any /3-ring is an /2-ring, we know (Theorem 3.4) that A contains a matrix ideal M\. As Mi has a unit, Mi is a homomorphic image of S, and thus any primitive image of Mi is also a primitive image of 5 and satisfies therefore for some integer n the standard identity assuming that the theorem is false, and given an arbitrary ascending sequence of integers, say 1, 2, 3, • • • , we can deduce the existence of an infinite sequence of matrix ideals {Mi\ with units e< such that e<£e,-_iSe,-_i and any primitive image of Mn does not satisfy (10). By Lemma 3.3 there exists a primitive ideal P that does not contain any of the e's. By assumption S-P is simple, hence S = P + Mn, n = l, 2, • ■ ■ . By S-P= (P + Mn) -P =Mn-(MnC\P) we know(10) that MnC\P is a primitive ideal in Mn and hence does not satisfy (10). It follows therefore that S -P does not satisfy (10) for any n, which is the required contradiction. 4. Elementary and pseudo elementary rings. In case a ring S contains matrix ideals, it is natural to consider the sum A of all such ideals and to study the behaviour of S -A. In this and in the next section such considerations will play an important role. If j4i and Ai are ideals with the units ei and e2, then the e's are central idempotents, and so are the three orthogonal idempotents ij = ei -eie2, i2 = e2 -eie2 and d3 = eie2. The central idempotent i= Zri-i d% is then the unit of the ideal A^+Aí. This leads readily to the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. The sum of a finite number of ideals with units is also an ideal with a unit. If a finite system of elements lies in an ideal A that is a sum of ideals with units, then there exists an ideal B with a unit, BÇ.A, that contains all the elements of the system.
Various special cases of the following lemma will be repeatedly applied. In the above proof the u's and the y's are components of the x's in the direct sum S = 73©C. Hence we have: Corollary 1. If in (11) the x's are in the center of S, then we can choose the y's in (12) so that they also belong to the center of S.
A special case of (11) is the congruence xn = 0 mod A. Hence we have: Any E-ring is evidently a PE-ring, and if a PE-ring has a unit, it is an E-ring. Simple examples show(12) that there exist PE-rings which are not E-rings. We prove: Lemma 4.4. Any PE-ring is a semi-simple WR-ring. If Z is the center of S, then ZS is the sum of all matrix ideals, i.e., S -ZS is a nil-ring. If S is of finite index, then so is S -ZS and i(S) ^i(S -ZS). If S is a PE-ideal in a ring T, and T is of finite index, then so is S, and we have i(T) ^i(T -S).
Proof. Denote by M the sum of all matrix ideals of S, and consider any A PE-ring without nilpotent elements is a plain E-ring.
One readily verifies that an ideal in a total matrix ring of degree n over a plain ring with unit is also a total matrix ring of degree n over some plain ring. The sum of two matrix ideals of the same degree is also a matrix ideal. Since the degrees of matrix ideals are invariant (see Theorem 3.2), it follows that the crosscut of two matrix ideals of different degrees is equal to 0. In view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 this leads readily to: Lemma 4.5. Let S be a PE-ring and Z the center of S. If the primitive images of S have finite indices, then S is an It-ring and ZS splits into a direct sum of homogeneous E-rings. If S itself is of finite index, then S is an Ii-ring and ZS splits into a finite direct sum of homogeneous E-rings. A homogeneous PE-ring with unit is a matrix ring over a plain ring. is an E-ring, respectively a PE-ring, and any A, with a limit ordinal a is defined by AC = \}P<"AP, respectively by Ä" where Äa -\)p<rAp is a nil-ring and A -Ä, has no nonzero nil-ideals. Since each E-ring is a PE-ring, we have:
A ring S with an E-chain is a semi-simple WR-ring. i.e., n^i(S).
Hence the indices of the nilpotent elements of S -A are bounded by i(S), q.e.d. 5 . Homomorphism faithful /-rings. In this section we consider faithful /-rings (in short: FI-rings), that is, rings which are carried into /-rings by every homomorphism.
By the transitivity property of homomorphisms it follows that any homomorphic image of an FI-r'mg is also an FI-ring.
Lemma 5.1. Let S be an FI-ring and ^4 SO a semi-simple ideal of finite index i{A). Denote by Ai the sum of all matrix ideals of S that lie in A, and by B any ideal such that A35Q.Ai, and B-A is a nil ring. Then
i(A) > i(A -B).
Proof. The ideal A is an /i-ring (see Lemma 2.1) and hence (see Theorem 3.3) it contains matrix ideals. Any matrix ideal of A is a matrix ideal of S(7).
Thus ^4iS0. Now B is a PE-ideal and we have by Lemma 4.4 the inequality
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (14) i
(A -B) á i(A -AO ¿ i(A).
Since A is an F/-ring and S~S -Ax, we know that S -A\ is an /-ring and thus (see Lemma 2.1) the ideal A-Ai of S -A\ is also an /-ring. Now set i(A)=n and suppose that in (14) In the following we shall refer to F/-rings with finite index as Fix-rings, and to /"/-rings with finite index modulo each primitive ideal as F/2-rings. Similarly Fl3-rings are defined (compare §3).
Theorem

If S is a semi-simple Fix-ring, then S has a PE-chain {Ai} of finite length r such that i(S-Ai)>i(S -Ai+x), r^i(S).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1. Remark. By combining this theorem with Lemma 4.5 we can supplement the chain {Ai} to a chain {.4*} by pushing in additional ideals between A i and Ai+x wherever necessary, so that the new chain becomes a PE-chain with homogeneous PE-rings A*+l-A*. We can determine the .4*'s such that 
i[S -(A(~\ N)\ ± i[\S -(A H N)] -[A -(A H ¿V)]}.
By the "second law of isomorphisms" this is the same as ( 
16) i[S -(A r\ N)] ^ i(S -A).
Now AH\N is a nil-ideal and it is therefore clear that i[S-(Ai~\N)]^i(S)
and this relation in conjunction with (16) yields i(S) ^i(S-A) =i(S'), q.e.d.
Theorem 5.5. // S is a plain FI-ring, then
(a) Any homomorphic image of S is a plain FI-ring. Any primitive image of S is a division ring.
(b) The ring S and all its ideals are E-rings.
(c) Any right or left ideal in S is two-sided.
(d) Any right ideal in S which is generated by a finite set of elements has a unit, i.e., S is regular and biregular(n).
(e) The ring S is strongly regular. Conversely, a strongly regular ring is a plain FI-ring. that S -A has no nilpotent elements. Since a3G-4, it follows therefore that a£i, i.e., a = a2b for some b, that is, S is strongly regular. Conversely(16), if S is strongly regular and i?S0 is a right ideal, then for OSaG-K we have a=a2b, or a(ab -abab) =0. Then either ab=abab or else one of the two elements ab -abab, (ab -abab)a is SO and nilpotent. Since 5 has no nilpotent elements we have ab = abab, i.e., e = ab is an idempotent, hence in the center, hence a=ae = ea, i.e., R contains a nonzero idempotent, and consequently S is a plain /-ring. That 51 is an FI-ring is an immediate consequence of the definition of strong regularity.
Lemma 5.2. If T is a ring with unit and without nilpotent elements other than zero, then the total matrix ring S=Tn of degree n over T is an FI-ring if and only if T is strongly regular. If this condition holds, then S is regular and biregular, and each primitive image of S is a total matrix ring of degree n over a division ring (11) .
Proof. Write in standard notation 5= ¿]£*-i eikT, where the e's are matrix units commuting with the elements of T. Suppose first that 5 is an //-ring and consider a right ideal i?'S0 in T. Then R= XX i enR' ls a non-nil right ideal in S and contains a nonzero idempotent e= XX i eutii. The element tn is then a nonzero idempotent in R', which shows that T is a plain ring. As is readily seen, each homomorphism of T can be extended to a homomorphism of S, and this implies that any homomorphic image of T is an /-ring. Hence T is a plain FI-ring and is therefore by Theorem 5.5 strongly regular. To prove the second part of the lemma, we assume that T is strongly regular and have to show that S is biregular and regular. To this end choose an element a= Zi.k eiktikÇzS. The ideal A in S generated by a coincides with the ideal generated by the ideal A' of T which has as generators the elements ti,k, i, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Since A' has a unit (Theorem 5.5) it follows that also A has a unit, i.e., S is biregular. Consider next the right ideal aS. The right ideal in T which is generated by the first row of the matrix (/;*) has a unit dx (Theorem 5.5) and the right ideal aS contains an idempotent of the form ei = enii+ Zl=2 e;i¿(J'. Write a = eia + (a -exa). The matrix ax=a -exa has zeros in the first row. The elements in the second row generate an ideal in T with a unit i2. The right ideal axS contains an idempotent of the form e2 = e22i2+ XX3 tufía, and we have exe\ = 0. Put e2 = e2 -e2ei; then a = exa +e2a+a2, where ei, e2 are orthogonal and eta = 0, i-\, 2. Furthermore, a2 has zeros in the first two rows. Thus, after n steps, we get a representation of the form a = Z"-i eia< where e= / ,"_i e; is a left unit for a, i.e., a = ea, e = ab, and a = aba, that is, S is regular. Finally note that each primitive image of S is a matrix ring of degree n over a primitive image of T, and the latter is by Theorem 5.5 a division ring. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.3. A PE-ring Sis an FI-ring if and only if each matrix ideal of S is a matrix ring of finite degree over a strongly regular ring. If this condition is satisfied, then S is a ir-regular FI%-ring.
Proof. If the condition of the lemma holds, then by Lemma 5.2 each matrix ideal of S is regular and hence also the sum M of all these ideals (since each has a unit) is regular. Since S -M is a nil-ring, we have for any a^S an equation am = b(EM, which by the regularity of M implies amcam = am for some c, i.e., S is 7r-regular and thus an FI-ring. If, further, P is a primitive ideal, then P^M (since S-M is nil), hence for some matrix ideal M0 it follows that (M0+P)-P is primitive [5, Theorem 22] . By (M0+P)-P =M0-(Pr^M0) we concluded) that M0-(PC\Mo) is a primitive image of M0 and is therefore (Lemma 5.2) a matrix ring of finite degree over a division ring. Since M0 -(Pi~} M0) has a unit, also (Tkfo+P) -P has a unit and hence [5, Lemma 4] we must have M0-\-P = S. This shows that S -P is of finite index, i.e., S is an F/2-ring. Conversely, suppose that S is an FI-ring; then as each matrix ideal Mo of S has a unit, Mo is a homomorphic image of S and is therefore also an FI-ring and hence (Lemma 5.2) a matrix ring of finite degree over a strongly regular ring. This completes the proof of the lemma. Definition 5.1. A PE-ring which is also an FI-ring will be referred to as a strong PE-ring. A PE-chain {.4»} where all difference rings A,+x -A" are strong PE-rings will be called a strong PE-chain. denote by \Ai\ a PE-chain {Theorem 5.2) of length r such that i(S -Ai) >i(S-Ai+i). Then:
(a) Each matrix ideal in any of the rings Ai+i-Ai is a homomorphic image of S. The chain \Ai\ is a strong PE-chain.
(b) Any primitive image of S is a total matrix ring of degree ¿n over a division ring. Hence any Fli-ring is a special FI2-ring.
(c) The maximum of the degrees of the primitive images of S is equal to n. (d) // the primitive images of S have equal degrees, then r = \ and S is a strong homogeneous PE-ring.
(e) // 5 has a unit and the primitive images of S have equal degrees, then S is a total matrix ring of degree n over a strongly regular ring.
Proof, (a) The ring 5 -Ai is a homomorphic image of 5 and is therefore an FI-ring. If MQ is a matrix ideal of S -A i that lies in Ai+i -Ai, then since Mo has a unit, it is a direct summand of S -Ai and is therefore a homomorphic image of S -A(. Hence M0 is an W-ring and thus (Lemma 5.2) a matrix ring over a strongly regular ring, (b) If S' is a primitive image of S, then (Theorem 5.4) i(S')^i(S), which in view of the corollary to Theorem 3.3 implies that S' is a total matrix ring of degree at most equal to n over a division ring, (c) By Theorem 3.2 we know that S contains a matrix ideal A/o of degree n. Any primitive image of M0 is a primitive image of 5 (compare the proof of (a)). Hence it follows (Lemma 5.2) that 5 has primitive ¡mages of degree n. (d) This is a consequence of (a) and (c). (e) This is a consequence of (d) and Lemma 4.5.
By the above theorem one is led to single out rings that possess a finite, or a transfinite, strong PE-chain. Our aim is to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a ring to possess such a chain. We need the following: Lemma 5.4. If for some ideal A of a ring S both A and S-A are I-rings, then also S is an I-ring. If a ring S is the union of an ascending chain of ideals {Ai} each of which is an I-ring, then also S is an I-ring. As to the second part of the lemma, note that if R is a non-nil right ideal in .S then the nonnil right ideal generated by some non-nilpotent element of R lies in some ideal A, and hence contains a nonzero idempotent that lies in R. Lemma 5.3 we know that Ax is a strong PE-ring, and since along with S also S-^li is a semi-simple /Z2-ring, we can continue the process and thus by transfinite induction(19) get a strong PE-chain for S. Necessity: Consider a semi-simple ring S with a strong PE-chain {^4*}. By Theorem 4.1 we know that S is an /-ring. We show next that S is an FI-ring. To this end we have to prove that for any ideal A the ring S -A is an /-ring. We use induction with respect to the length r of the chain {^4"}. For r=l we have S = ^4i; hence S is a strong PE-ring, hence an FI-ring, and thus S -A is an /-ring. For t = X + 1 we have
By induction A\ is an FI-ring and hence the rings on both sides of (18) it follows that S-(^4+.4x) is an /-ring, and as we know already that also (A -\-A\) -A is an /-ring, we conclude by Lemma 5.4 that S-A is an /-ring.
If t is a limit ordinal, ^4T = Ux<r-4\, and A-f = Ux<r(^4x+-4), then S -ÄT and hence also S-Ä1 are both nil, i.e., /-rings. Now AÍ -A -Ux<r(.4x+^4) -A, where each term is by induction (compare (18)) an /-ring. Hence by Lemma 5.4 Ä-! -A is an /-ring. In view of the nillity of (S -A) -(Är' -A) this implies (Lemma 5.4) that also S -A is an /-ring. Thus we have shown that S is an FI-ring. We prove next that S is an /2-ring, i.e., that each primitive image of S is of finite index. To this end suppose that A is a primitive ideal and use again induction as before. For r=l this is true by Lemma 5.3. For r = X + l assume first that A 2-4x-In this case S -A is a primitive image of S-A\ and since this latter ring is by assumption a strong PE-ring, it follows by Lemma 5.3 that S -A is of finite index. In case A QA\ we know that (A +A\) -A is a primitive ring (see [5, Theorem 22] ) and by 18 it follows (induction!) in view of Lemma 5.3 that (A +A\) -A is a total matrix ring of finite degree over a division ring, which implies that A -{-A\ = S and that S -A is of finite index. Finally consider the case where r is a limit ordinal; then for some (19) Note that for a limit ordinal ¡r we first determine A? = ^Jp^A/,. Since S-A<, is an /-ring, the radical is nil, and we may fix Aa by assuming that A^_A<, and that A" -Aa should be the radical of S-A". Thus 5-A" becomes again a semi-simple ij-ring, and we may proceed with the construction of the PE-chain.
X<r we must have A~£A\ since otherwise by A~DAT=\j\<TA\ it would follow that S -A is nil, while S -A is primitive. Thus with the help of (18) we conclude as before that S-A is of finite index. This completes the proof of the theorem. Remark. In the special case where the strong PE-chain A i is finite and each ring Ai+i -Ai is of finite index it follows that 5 is a semi-simple Fli-ring, and we have obtained the converse of Theorem 5.2.
We have seen (Theorem 3.4) that for general semi-simple /-rings the condition that all primitive images are of finite index implies weak reducibility. Since this condition is inherited by each homomorphic image we have: Proof. A regular ring whose primitive images are of finite index possesses a strong PE-chain {^4"}. This follows as a special case of Theorem 5.7. Now, any homomorphic image S' of a regular ring S is also a regular ring, so that S' has no nonzero nil ideals. This implies that the PE-ring A"+l -Ac is actually an E-ring for any <r. Similarly it follows that for a limit ordinal a we havê 4<r= Ux<"^4x (compare definition 4.3). This shows that our strong PE-chain {A"} is actually a strong E-chain. Conversely, suppose that S is a ring that possesses a chain of the kind described in the theorem. Then A"+x-A, is a sum of matrix ideals each of which is a regular ring (Lemma 5.2), which implies that also A"+x-A, is regular. The regularity of S follows now as a consequence of the following two facts that can be readily verified: (1) If A is an ideal in a ring T such that A and T -A are both regular, then also T isregular(21).
(2) If a ring Tis the union of an ascending chain of ideals each of which is regular, then T is also regular. + ZT-i ottCi= jf~/XiC¿*=c'. where e'£C. For a nonzero ^-polynomial g(x) we have g(c')=0, i.e., g{f(b + c)} =0, which shows that b+c is algebraic. The ideal 73 + C is therefore algebraic. It follows now readily that the sum of all algebraic ideals is also an algebraic ideal. This maximal algebraic ideal of an algebra A may be called the algebraic kernel of A and denoted by K' =K'(A). If for some a'Ç.A and for a nonzero ^-polynomial f(x) we have/(a')=a" ÇlK', then in view of the algebraicity of K' there exists a nonzero i>-polynomial g(x) such that g(a")=0.
Hence g{f(a')} =0, i.e., a' is algebraic. This implies that A-K' has no algebraic ideals other than zero, and thus Any nilpotent element of an algebra is algebraic. Hence we have:
Corollary. The maximal nil ideal of an algebra is a subset of the alegbraic kernel.
Remark. It is not known whether or not the algebraic kernel contains also all one-sided algebraic ideals of an algebra.
If M is a «Ê-module that lies in an algebra A, over 4>, then the algebra {M }$ generated over i> by the elements of Af coincides with the sum of all powers of Af, or in short: { Af }$= XXi Af*. The algebra { Af }$ is apparently finite if and only if the module Af is finite and for some positive integer r the relation {Af }$ = ^i_i Af* holds. This latter relation is clearly equivalent with As the module on the right of (20) is finite, it follows that the algebra \P}<t, is finite, and since MQP, we conclude that also the algebra {Af}* is •=o By (21) it follows that the algebra {l}# is finite, and since we have QQL, we conclude that {(?}$ is finite also, q.e.d. This shows that the algebra {Af}* is finite, q.e.d.
As a consequence of Lemma 6.4 we obtain : Theorem 6.3. // K is the locally finite kernel of an algebra A, then the locally finite kernel of the difference algebra A-K is equal to 0.
Corollary.
The locally finite kernel K of an algebra A contains the maximal semi-nilpotent(n) ideal of the algebra. The difference algebra A-K has no semi-nilpotent one-sided or two-sided ideals other than zero.
By [8] (or [13]) we know that any nil subring of a ring with finite index or with a polynomial identity is locally finite. Hence we have: Theorem 6.4. // an algebra A has finite index, or if it satisfies polynomial identity, then the locally finite kernel K of A contains all right and left nil ideals of A. The algebra A-K has no one-sided nonzero nil-ideals.
The radical of an algebraic algebra is a nil ideal. Hence we have:
// an algebraic algebra A has finite index, or if it satisfies a polynomial identity, then the locally finite kernel K of A contains the radical of A, and the algebra A-K is semi-simple.
7. Kurosch's problem. The notion of the locally finite kernel, combined with some of the structural results of the previous sections, leads to simplified, purely algebraic proofs of Kaplansky's results concerning the problem of Kurosch(25). Lemma 7.1. A plain, finitely generated algebraic algebra A* that satisfies a polynomial identity is locally finite.
Proof. We have to show that A * coincides with its locally finite kernel K*. Suppose, on the contrary, that A =A* -K*5¿0. Then A satisfies the same conditions as A*, and in addition its locally finite kernel is equal to 0. In view of Theorem 6.3, the required contradiction will be established if we show that A contains a nonzero locally finite ideal. To this end denote by gi> g2, • • • , gn the generators of A over the reference field "i>, and consider a primitive ideal P of A. Since along with A also A -P satisfies a polynomial identity, it is finite over its center (compare [8] ), and on account of being (M) For the definition and properties of the notion of semi-nilpotence compare [12] . For nil algebras semi-nilpotence and local finiteness are equivalent notions.
(M) The problem of Kurosch has been formulated by Jacobson [6] as follows: Is any algebraic algebra locally finite?
finitely generated over 3>, it follows that A-P has a finite basis over <i>. Denote by bi, b2, ■ • • , br a basis over f> of A modulo P. Then we have Cj G P, a{ G $, Cjk G P, aijk G $.
Any element a of .4 is a polynomial in the g's with coefficients in <ï>. Hence if P* denotes the ideal generated in A by the finite set c¡, j= 1, • • ■ , n, Cjk, j, ¿fe = l, • • • , r, it follows by (23) that a = ¿J., /3,&, + c, cGf5*, ftG*. In particular, if a£zP, we have (3¿ = 0, î'= 1, • • • , «, or a(E.P*, i.e., P = P*. Thus P is a finitely generated ideal, which implies (e.g., by Theorem 5.5d) that P has a unit. It follows therefore that A =B®P, B^A-P, which shows that A contains a nonzero locally finite ideal B. This is the required contradiction.
Theorem 7.1. Any algebraic algebra A that satisfies a polynomial identity is locally finite(26).
Proof. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, it suffices to show that if the locally finite kernel of the algebra A is equal to 0, then also A =0. Indeed, suppose that A SO, then by the corollary of Theorem 6.4 we know that A is semi-simple, and by Theorem 3.3 that A contains a matrix ideal Af0. Now M0=Bm, where Bm is a total matrix ring of some finite degree m, over a plain algebra B. By Lemma 7.1 we know that B is locally finite. Hence also Af0 is locally finite, which is impossible since A has no nonzero locally finite ideals (Theorem 6.3). This contradiction completes the proof. Proof. If K(A) is the locally finite kernel of A, then by condition (2) it follows in view of Theorem 6.3 that the algebra A* = A -K(A) is either equal to 0 or semisimple. Since along with A also A* satisfies condition (1) of the theorem, it follows by Theorem 3.5 in case A*SO that A* contains a matrix ideal that satisfies a polynomial identity, which as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 leads to a contradiction.
Hence A* = Q, i.e., A=K(A), q.e.d. 
